
Aerospace & Defense Machining,
Forming, and Assembly

ISO 9001:2015 and AS9100D, ITAR Registered



Our products serve an array of
clients and industries

Middle River Aerostructure Systems

BOEING

CFM International

Bombardier Belfast

Aerospace

Defense 

Aftermarket Automotive



Technology Focused Manufacturing

Utilizing the latest manufacturing software,
tooling, and technology. HyperMILL CAM and Vericut

Optimization efficiently drive our 3,4,
and 5-Axis mills and CNC lathe/ mill work centers.



Our Specialties
Recognized for shortest lead-times.

Quality ratings among the highest in the

industry.

Excellence in both complex machining and

complex sheet metal, including hybrid sub-

assemblies. These capabilities are extremely

valuable and minimize your purchasing efforts. 

Eager to support new prototype and long-term

programs.

We are your go-to source for challenging

geometries, materials, and processes. If we say

we can do it -- you can count on it!



Supporting Airbus A320neo:

Shipping approximately 2,000 parts per

month.

Metallic hinge fittings and housings

Formed spring sub-assemblies

Laminated Shims



5-Axis Metallic

Hardware

Manufacturing

Supporting the

Composite

Industry. 



5-Axis Machined Aircraft Brackets and Housings. 
Our experienced technicians are eager to manage

your tight tolerance and positional needs.



Supporting BOEING
747-8 Nacelle for
over a decade

5-Axis Hog Outs

Formed Sheet Metal Sub-Assemblies

Traditional Sheet Metal Sub-Assemblies

Laminated Shims



Vertical and 5-Axis

Machined

Aircraft Spars and

Linkages.

Current maximum length

of 8 feet



Supporting Irkut MC-
21 Nacelle

Metallic Hinge Fittings

Formed Spring Sub Assemblies



Aircraft Spring Sub-Assembly Specialist



Also serving aerospace and
defense applications,

aftermarket automotive, and
other specialty markets.  



Extended purchase
agreements with our
material partners assure
your long-term contract
stability.

Titanium

Inconel

Steel

Stainless Steel

Aluminum 

Copper

Brass

Plastic



Closing Remarks:
We appreciate and thank you for your interest in ASTec Metalworks.
Our Quality Department looks forward to addressing your initial quality survey or on-
site audit needs, and to supporting your future program requirements.  
ASTec’s experienced Machining, Forming, and Assembly Teams are eager to
demonstrate our ability to exceed your expectations.
We invite your inquiries for an opportunity to discuss and compete for a partnership
roll with your organization.
Please direct your inquiries and information requests to:  Scott Saunders,
President; scott@astecmetalworks.com or call +011-410-335-8992.


